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Item No. 
N/a

Classification:
Open

Date:
18 June 2018

Meeting Name:
Cabinet Member for Housing 
Management & Modernisation

Report title: Tenants & Residents Social Improvements Grants  
(TRSIG) 2018/19

Ward(s) or groups affected: All wards and Southwark estate residents

From: Strategic Director of Housing and Modernisation

RECOMMENDATION

1. That the cabinet member for housing management & modernisation approves 
the Tenants & Residents Social Improvements Grant (TRSIG) programme 
recommendations for 2018-19 for a total sum of £183,747 to the 31 
organisations detailed in Appendix 1.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

2. The Tenants & Residents Social Improvements Grant is an annual grants 
programme specifically for the provision of services and activities on council 
estates for the benefit of tenants and residents and to contribute to social 
regeneration. 

3. The programme was established following Southwark’s Tenants Conference 
held in 1999. The TRSIG budget is associated with the Housing Revenue 
Account (HRA). This means it can only be allocated for schemes run or run on 
behalf of the Tenants & Residents Associations (TRAs) and Tenant 
Management Organisations (TMOs) for the benefit of the tenants and residents 
of council estates. 

4. A grants Panel is responsible for the assessment of the applications submitted to 
this programme and for making recommendations for funding.  This year 6 
residents who were nominated at Area Housing Forums were on this Panel. 

5. Officers administer the programme and ensure criteria are complied with and 
that there is no duplication with other grants programmes. This year’s application 
form now includes a question as to whether the TRA / TMO had applied to the 
council’s Neighbourhoods Fund or Cleaner Greener Safer fund for the same 
scheme. Following the Panel meeting, officers made further checks to ensure 
there would be no duplication of funding with these schemes.  

6. Following a consultation exercise in 2015 the priorities of the programme were 
simplified and made more specific, enabling applicants to design schemes with 
particular beneficiaries in mind. Therefore an applicant is able to provide 
activities targeting children, young people, people who are economically inactive 
or older people.
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7. TRSIG programme eligible activities are broad and enabling. They are:

 After-school activities for children
 Activities to alleviate isolation and loneliness among older people
 Activities to equip tenants and residents for volunteering and employment
 Activities to reduce crime and anti-social behaviour, particularly among 

young people.

8. Eligibility requirements are that applicants must be from: 

 Tenants & Residents Associations
 Tenant Management Organisations 
 TRAs / TMOs can apply in partnership with service provider organisations, 

but the application must come from the TRA / TMO, who have overall 
responsibility for the scheme.

9. In addition, applications: 

 Must be for revenue funding only. The maximum amount that can be applied 
for is £10,000.

 Must have at least two committee member signatures and one must be the 
chair’s. 

 Must include the minutes of the Management Committee meeting when their 
TRSIG application was discussed and agreed.

 Must also include a copy of the TRA’s / TMO’s safeguarding policy and  
confirm that they, and any proposed Service Provider,  are  compliant with  
disclosure and barring service  (DBS)  legislation.

KEY ISSUES FOR CONSIDERATION 

The 2018-19 TRSIG programme

10. The programme was advertised directly to TRA/TMOs on 26 January 2018 as 
well as via the Southwark Group of Tenants’ Organisations (SGTO). Information 
about this opportunity was provided upon request to others eg potential service 
providers. The deadline for the submission of completed applications was 12 
March 2018.  Links to SGTO will be further developed next year with a planned 
joint event with Community Southwark to help match interested third party 
service providers with interested TRA/TMOs. 

11. A workshop on the TRSIG programme was held on 20 February 2018 attended 
by a number of TRAs and potential service providers. The purpose of the 
workshop was to:
 Explain the programme criteria
 Offer advice on completing applications
 Offer presentations by TRAs and service providers  who currently run TRSIG 

schemes
 Answer questions from attendees about the programme.

    
TRSIG Panel Recommendations
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12. A total of 48 applications were received totalling £324,982. Four organisations 
made more than one application for funding different schemes.  The Panel 
recommended 31 applications for funding and the total amount recommended 
for funding is £183,747.  

13. In making its recommendations the Panel considered each application and 
whether the grant criteria were met.  In order to avoid any potential conflicts of 
interest Panel members are required to declare any interest in a scheme and 
subsequently take no part in the discussions relating to that application. Officers 
keep a record of Panel discussions, conflicts of interest and where further 
clarification of information is required. Checks were also made against any 
Neighbourhood Fund applications to ensure the council was not double funding 
the same schemes.   

14. In assessing the applications the Panel took the following into account:  

 Ensuring that there is a mixture of awards to new applications, as well as 
awards to organisations that have previously delivered schemes 
successfully. 16 of the 31 awards recommended are for new schemes.  

 Whether the costs submitted were reasonable and provided Value for 
Money.

 The number of stated beneficiaries of the scheme.
 Subject to the criteria being met, ensuring that there is a good geographical 

spread of awards across the borough. 
 Whether there was evidence that previously funded schemes making a new 

application had delivered expected outcomes and complied with the 
monitoring requirements.

15. The application by Oomph! is to deliver engaging, fun and adaptable physical 
activity sessions for older people across the borough includes the use of 
Sheltered Housing Units from which to deliver this service.  Officers were 
approached by the council’s Parks and Leisure Team who were keen to support 
this project that has also secured funding from Sport England’s “Active Ageing” 
fund.

16. Where the Panel recommended a lower amount of funding than the amount 
applied for this was due to costs such as hall hire, insurance, publicity, printing 
and management costs being considered costs that the TRA or service provider 
would already be able to cover from other sources including Tenant Fund grants. 
In addition some budget items were unclear e.g. no hourly rates or session fees 
provided or offering poor Value for Money. 

17. The Panel did not recommend 17 applications for funding for a variety of 
reasons. See Appendix 2 for the complete list.  Reasons for declining to fund 
include:

 Application not stating clearly enough what the proposal is and/or budget 
hard to comprehend 

 Budget being mainly for equipment not service costs i.e. capital not revenue 
 Concerns about the TRA/TMO and/or the proposed service provider having 

adequate safeguarding and DBS measures in place 
 TRA no longer considered “active” i.e. no recent AGM held
 Failure to provide correct signatures, minutes of meeting supporting 

application and safeguarding information despite officer requests 
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 Application having too great a focus on food, drink and/or excursions without 
enough of a focus on eligible TRSIG activities.

18. Unsuccessful applicants will be written to and given reasons why their 
applications do not meet the grant criteria. Feedback is offered with a view to 
building knowledge and awareness of the criteria and to enable other 
organisations to be funded in the future.

19. A comparison of applications submitted and applications recommended for 
funded is below. 

Year Applications submitted Applications 
recommended for funding

2014/15 28 20
2015/16 50

 (via x 2 TRSIG rounds)
28

2016/17 41 27
2017/18 30 27
2018/19 48 31

20. The table below provides an overview of the number of awards broken down by 
Area Housing Forum. The number of awards per area is broadly speaking similar 
to last year.

Mon
itori
ng, 
out
com
es 
and 
imp
act

21. I

mpacts of the 2017-18 programmes have been identified through provision of 
monitoring information.

22. Midway monitoring reports provided in November 2017 set out the impacts the 
schemes were already having. As there was a wide variety of schemes, like for 
like comparisons cannot be made but it can be shown that half way through the 
schemes:

Area Housing Forum Number of awards
2018-19 2017-18 2016-17 2015-16

Bermondsey East 2 0 1 2
Bermondsey West 2 1 1 1
Borough & Bankside 4 2 2 2
Camberwell East 6 5 3 2
Camberwell West 3 1 3 1
Dulwich 2 1 1 1
Nunhead & Peckham 4 4 4 3
Peckham 3 5 5 6
Rotherhithe 2 2 3 4
Aylesbury 0 0 0 0
Walworth East 0 2 0 1
Walworth West 1 3 3 4
Borough wide 2 1 1 1
Total 31 27 27 28
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 Over 200 older people became less isolated and more connected, are more 
active and learning new things eg by taking part in dance lessons, basic IT 
classes or gardening workshops.

 Over 600 children and young people have been involved in positive 
activities. Providers report: increased respect, improved time-keeping and 
commitment; mutual support; care for younger children; less conflict; 
greater willingness to take on challenges; constructive questioning; raised 
aspirations.  TRAs have reported reduced complaints of anti-social 
behaviour on estates during the period of the scheme. 

 Out of these, around 280 children and young people have benefited from 
physical activity ranging from football to circus skills leading to increased 
fitness, co-ordination and balance. About 200 children and young people 
have taken part in arts / creative activities, which have increased the use of 
their imaginations as well as their confidence.

 Around 600 adults have improved their skills. This includes skills and basic 
qualifications in IT (including applying for benefits or a job on-line), ESOL 
and customer care and many have gained gardening skills. Some have 
also improved their fitness and wellbeing through gardening or keep fit 
classes.

 All estate residents may benefit from reduced anti-social behaviour and the 
increased greening of their estates.

 4 estates are greener, more cared for in appearance, more wildlife-friendly 
and with fresh seasonal fruit and vegetables available to residents.

23. Examples of comments on schemes:
  

 “I have been a community mediator for 31 years in Southwark dealing with 
issues of ASB. I can say without doubt the Drumming project is one of 
many ways the Canada Estate TRA work with young people on their estate. 
They show that by giving young people a chance to be involved with 
positive creative projects such as the Drumming project, they reduce ASB 
and build real communities.” Director of Southwark Mediation Centre on the 
Canada Estate Music Project

 Two comments from parents on Cossall TRA’s circus skills project:
"He loves the class so much, now I know how to get him to do what I ask. I 
say if you don’t come now, you won’t go to Circus class"
"It’s really good to have the class here, I wanted the girls to have sport 
activities for ages but I couldn’t afford it, they really love it.”

24. For the 2018/19 programme, key outcomes from the councils new Common 
Outcomes Framework (COF)  have been identified for successful applicants and 
they will be expected to report on progress made in meeting them. These 
include: 

 Safer Communities
- (A3) Children & young people feel safer in their neighbourhoods & in 

Southwark
- (A5) Residents  feel treated with respect & listened to through ongoing 

engagement & collaboration

 Healthier Communities
- (B1) Residents have improved access to community services
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- (B3) Residents feel that they have access to services to improve their 
wellbeing

- (B6) Children, young people & families feel more supported & able to 
access appropriate health & wellbeing services for the best start in life

 Engaged Communities
- (C2) Residents have increased opportunities & support to volunteer
- (C3) Residents have the skills & confidence to increase their use of online  

services & there is less digital exclusion
- (C7) Residents & organisations have greater access to community spaces 

& premises

 Greener Communities
- (D1) Residents are more able & willing  to access community spaces 

especially local green spaces
- (D2) Residents & organisations are more able to look after designated 

green spaces
- (D4) Residents & organisations feel more able to use green spaces to 

support social action & health & wellbeing  activities
- (D5) Increasing numbers of residents & organisations support initiatives to 

make Southwark greener

 Vibrant Communities
 
- (E1) More young people feel ready to engage with their education
- (E7) Residents across communities have access to a broad range of 

cultural activities & organisations in the creative economy are more able to 
access support (See Appendix 1 for further details).  

25. The TRSIG programme was part of an internal audit of the Commissioning of 
Community Grants last year. No areas of concern were identified. 

Policy implications

26. TRSIG schemes principally target interventions and resources to improve social 
problems linked to quality of life indicators such as anti-social behaviour, poor 
social and environmental wellbeing and inequality for tenants and residents. 

Community impact statement

27. The Panel consists of representatives from across the borough. The involvement 
of the Panel strengthens the level of community participation in the assessment 
process and provides a level of community challenge and insight. 
Representatives are drawn from Southwark’s tenants’ movement and reflect the 
diversity of the borough. 

28. The scheme brings a number of service providers who have a high profile in the 
borough to work in partnership with the TRAs to provide services to estate 
residents who may be marginalised and isolated. For 2018-19 these include:  
Blue Elephant Theatre, Inspire, Millwall for All Trust, South London Gallery and 
Westminster House Youth Club. 

29. It is anticipated that the outcomes of TRSIG schemes will prove beneficial to 
tenants and residents of the estates and surrounding areas, particularly those 
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from marginalised, disadvantaged and vulnerable groups. The majority of 
proposed schemes in 2018-19 target children and young people, isolated and 
lonely older residents particularly those in sheltered housing units, and the 
unemployed.  

30. One of the main objectives of the programme is to promote inclusion and 
cohesive communities. The programme seeks to advance equality of opportunity 
and help to foster good relations between people who share a protected 
characteristic and those who do not. The monitoring of the programme includes 
data on the scheme beneficiaries.  

Resource implications

31. TRSIG is managed by the Communities division of the council’s Housing and 
Modernisation department.

Financial implications

32. The recommendations in this report are funded by way of a dedicated 2018-19 
grants budget of £190,000. 

Consultation

33. There is communication with the TRSIG Panel before any significant changes are 
made. The application form was recently re-designed in consultation with the 
current providers of schemes. The simplified priorities of the programme were 
consulted on before implementation.

SUPPLEMENTARY ADVICE FROM OTHER OFFICERS

Director of Law and Democracy

34. The Localism Act 2011 enables the council to do anything that individuals generally 
may do, which would include incurring expenditure, giving financial or other 
assistance to any person or entering into arrangements or agreements with any 
person. This power can be used even if legislation already exists that allows the 
council to do the same thing. However the council cannot to do anything which it 
was restricted or prevented from doing under that previous legislation.

35. The provision of grants from within the funds identified for the TRSIG programme 
falls within the scope of the activities the council can undertake under the Localism 
Act 2011. 

36. Under the decision making arrangements set out in Part 3 of the council’s 
constitution, the decision on the recommendation in paragraph one of this report is 
one that the cabinet member is able to take.

37. The council is under an on-going duty, in exercising all of its functions, to have 
regard to the public sector equality duty (PSED) in section 149 of the Equality Act 
2010. 

38. The duty requires the council to have due regard to the need to eliminate 
discrimination, harassment, victimisation or other prohibited conduct, and advance 
of equality of opportunity and foster good relations between persons who share a 
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relevant protected characteristic (such as age, disability, gender reassignment, 
pregnancy and maternity, race, religion or belief, sex and sexual orientation, 
marriage and civil partnership) and those who do not.

39. When making a decision on the recommendations in this report the cabinet 
member must actively consider the PSED including considerations of the 
potential benefits of the proposed grants to particular groups in relation to the 
duty and community impact.

Strategic Director of Finance and Governance (FIN1048)

40. The recommendations and funding arrangements set out in this report are noted.

BACKGROUND DOCUMENTS

Background Papers Held At Contact
Summary of TRSIG Panel 
recommendations

Communities division, 
Housing & Modernisation, 
160 Tooley Street, London 
SE1 2QH

Angus Lyon
020 7525 4069

APPENDICES

No. Title
Appendix 1 TRSIG – Funding recommendations
Appendix 2 TRSIG – Recommendations not to fund 
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